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MISSOULA--

Once upon a time, not too long ago, Margaret Grant came to school dressed
in a trench coat and a floppy hat and set up the Big D Detective Agency.

All the

children in her third grade class at Lewis and Clark Elementary School, Missoula,
quickly volunteered to be detectives.

Now, when there's information to be found, the

detectives go to work and seek it out.
capitals and quotation marks.

They search for things like missing commas,

The detectives, who generally work in pairs, can

often be seen using their spy glasses to look for misspelled words and other
writing errors.
Setting up the Big D Agency is typical of Grant's innovative approach to
learning.

When the Montana Writing Project was established at the University of

Montana in 1978, she was among the first 20 teachers in the state to attend.

The

Montana Writing Project, an affiliate of the National (formerly Bay Area) Writing
Project established in 1974 in Berkeley, is an intensive four-week summer pro
gram where a small group of about 20 teachers gather to sharpen their writing
skills and learn to conduct training seminars for other teachers in their distri cts.
CUt of 80 outstanding writing teachers nationwide nominated to make training
films for the National Writing Project, she was one of seven actually chosen to
be videotaped teaching in the classroom.

The tapes were made possible by a

$180,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities written by Fred
(over)
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Grossberg, a professor of English at George Mason University in Fairfax, Va.,
who had become fascinated by the concepts of the Writing Project.
A professional film crew was flown out from Washington, D.C., in April and
May of 1979 to do the filming.

The class was videotaped in two days, but the

editing and polishing of the five segments that were filmed took until September
1981.

To Grant, all the time and effort, which included three trips to

Washington, and hundreds of hours of editing long distance over the phone and
at UM's Instructional Materials Service, were worth it.
"Now, as I stand back and view the completed programs, I'm glad to see that
what they have to say about young writers is faithful to what I believe and to
the experience of the children themselves," she said.
Grant believes very strongly that in order to learn to write, children must
write and write and write.

And, she says, third grade is when writing "takes

off and soars."
"So many people think of writing as an isolated, lonely event," she said.
"You can't just sit children down and tell them to write."
Instead, Grant sees writing as part of a total language experience.

In

Castle Creep, the first of her five segments, she begins by getting the class to
imagine a haunted castle.

Each child creates his or her own imaginary room by

first telling the others what the room looks like.
up scary images and sounds.

Part of the fun is conjuring

Next the children draw pictures of their imaginary

rooms and, when done, the pictures are assembled to form the whole castle.
"After imagining, drawing, and pretending, writing becomes the necessary
and urgent next step," Grant said, "because the plot and characters have already
been developed in their minds."
Often, Grant has the children write with a partner.

"Children are much

more stimulated when they have someone to learn with," she said.
(more)
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stage helps them to formulate what they want to say and, as the writing progresses,
the partners provide each other with immediate feedback.
Having a writing partner also encourages the children to help correct each
other's work.

This phase, called peer editing, helps make the children more re

sponsible for correcting common errors like punctuation and helps make learning
a much more active process.
Grant believes the often tedious work of editing, revising, and re-writing
is more meaningful when the children have an ultimate purpose for their writing.
In Castle Creep, Grant read

the finished stories aloud in front of the class.

Then some of the children tape recorded their stories, special effects and all,
and the tapes were put on permanent file in the class listening library.
As the year progresses and the children's writing skills improve, Grant
has the children do "trade-off" writing at the chalkboard.

Two children im

provise a story by alternately writing, or trading off, sentences.

Other writing

exercises include writing poetry, making puppets, writing and producing puppet
shows, and keeping journals.
In the spring, the children select entries from their journals suitable
for publishing.

They pull all their writing skills together as they carefully

help each other revise and edit.

With the help of parent volunteers, the stories

are typed and bound in little cloth-covered books that the children then illustrate.
What's important to Grant is not so much the finished product
"I'm not striving for perfection," she said.

as the process.

"I want them to grow."

In her other four video tapes, Grant shows how she introduces trade-off
writing, poetry writing, play writing, journal writing and peer editing to the
children.
taken .

None of the segments was rehearsed and none of the scenes was re
(over)
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Mike Vance, assistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction for
School District 1, said that writing has been made a priority in the school
district this year.

Grant has already used the tapes in a Missoula in-service

teacher training workshop and is available to conduct workshops on request.

She

also has written an 80-page guide for use as a supplement to the tapes so that
other members of the Writing Project can use the tapes in workshops they conduct.
The tapes are available through the UM Instructional Materials Service and
the state Office of Public Instruction in Helena.
During winter quarter, Grant and Richard R. ^dler, director of the Montana
Writing Project, will offer a graduate level course through the UM Center for
Continuing Education on "Teaching Writing in Grades 1-8."
Tuesdays from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Lewis and Clark School.

It will be held

